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Abstract 
Context: Branching has been widely adopted in version control to enable collaborative software development. However, the isolation caused by 
branches may impose challenges on the upcoming merging process. Recently, companies like Google, Microsoft, Facebook, and Spotify, among 
others, have adopted trunk-based development together with feature toggles. This strategy enables collaboration without the need of isolation 
through branches, potentially reducing the merging challenges. However, the literature lacks evidences about the benefits and limitations of feature 
toggles to the collaborative software development. Objective/Method: In this paper, we study the effects of applying feature toggles on 949 open-
source projects written in 6 different programming languages. We first identified the moment in which each project adopted feature toggles. Then, 
we observed whether the adoption implied significant changes in the frequency or complexity of branch merges as well as in the number of defects 
and the average time to fix them. Results/Conclusion: We could observe a reduction in the average merge effort and an increase in the average 
total time needed to fix defects after the adoption of feature toggles.   
Keywords: Feature toggles; trunk-based development; branch; merge; and defect.   
1. Introduction 
Branching techniques, supported by version control sys-
tems, have been widely adopted to leverage collaborative 
software development. On the one hand, it allows temporary 
code isolation, favoring parallel development. On the other 
hand, it may demand an additional effort to merge the code 
developed in parallel back to the main line of development. 
Depending on many factors, like period of isolation and code 
complexity, branching can bring risks to the project, as a con-
sequence of time consuming and error prone merges [1].  
Recently, leading global companies like Google, Mi-
crosoft, Facebook, and Spotify, among others, have adopted 
feature toggles as an alternative to branches for the develop-
ment of their products. This technique allows a more seam-
less collaborative development process, where new features 
are implemented directly in the main line of development 
(i.e., trunk-based development), without the need for creating 
branches. As a natural consequence, developers expect to get 
rid of complicated branch merges [2][3][4][5][6].  
Although the use of feature toggles is increasing in com-
panies, the literature lacks scientific evidences about the ben-
efits and limitations of using it for the collaborative software 
development. Few existing works discuss experiences of us-
ing feature toggle based on specific case studies or surveys. 
For instance, Rahman et al. [4] report the changes in collab-
orative development after the feature toggles introduction in 
the Google Chrome and what was necessary to control the 
toggles debt. Additionally, Schermann et al. [7] present an 
overview of continuous delivery practices based on a survey, 
including the use of feature toggles. Neely and Stolt [8] dis-
cuss the use feature toggle technique instead of branching 
over a continuous delivery process. Finally, Rehn [9] com-
pared some collaborative development techniques and sug-
gested the use of feature toggles for continuous integration 
instead of feature branches. Nevertheless, none of them pro-
vides quantitative evidences, based on a large project corpus, 
about the benefits and limitations of using feature toggles in-
stead of branching for collaborative software development. 
Additionally, we could not find any study about the effects of 
using feature toggles on defect proneness. 
The goal of this paper is three-fold: (1) analyze how pop-
ular is the adoption of feature toggles in open sources pro-
jects; (2) analyze whether the use of feature toggles implies 
changes on the frequency or complexity of branch merges; 
and (3) analyze whether the use of feature toggles has effects 
on the defect-proneness and the defect fixing times of pro-
jects. To achieve our goal, we considered a corpus of 949 
open source projects written in 6 different programming lan-
guage. We first identified the moment that each project 
adopted feature toggles and evaluated whether the adoption 
implied changes in the frequency or complexity of the 
merges. In addition, we evaluated if the frequency or the av-
erage time to fix defects was affected. 
In general, we could not observe a statistically significant 
difference in the frequency of branch merges. However, we 
could observe a significant decrease in the merge effort after 
adopting feature toggles. Furthermore, although the average 
number of defects and the average total time spent on fixing 
them increased, we could not observe a statistically signifi-
cant difference.  
This paper is organized in six other sections. In section 2, 
we introduce the concepts of feature toggles. In section 3, we 
formulate our research questions and describe the methods 
adopted in our study to answer them. In section 4, we present 
the results of our study, together with discussions. We also 
discuss, in the section 5, the threats to the validity of this 
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study. The related work is presented in section 6. Finally, sec-
tion 7 presents the conclusion and highlights some future 
work. 
2. Background 
Feature Toggles, also known as Feature Flags, Feature 
Flippers, or Feature Switches, consist in surrounding features 
(functionalities) in the code with if statements to gain more 
control over their release process. By surrounding a feature 
with a toggle (if statement), developers can decide when and 
for whom the feature should be available. It means that fea-
ture toggles allows creating dynamic behavior flows without 
the need of recompiling the code and subsequent deploy-
ments.  
Table 1 shows a simple implementation of a feature toggle 
in C# regarding a shopping cart method in an e-commerce 
software. In this example, a team wants to develop a new 
shopping cart (ShowNewShoppingCart) and, at the same 
time, continue using the actual shopping cart (ShowShop-
pingCart). On the left-hand side, Table 1 shows the code be-
fore using feature toggle. On the right-hand side, the code 
contains a feature toggle. Thus, this new feature will be ena-
bled only for the developer team and will be disabled for 
other users. 
Therefore, feature toggles enable Dark Launching, which 
consists in releasing disabled partial features directly in the 
production environment [8]. This specific property means 
that developers may change code directly in the main devel-
opment line (i.e., trunk-based development) of the project in-
stead of creating feature branches [10] for isolating parallel 
changes. Thus, by reducing the isolation, it potentially de-
creases the merging needs. For instance, a team could add a 
new feature directly to the main line, keeping it disabled by 
using a specific toggle while it is under development. Even if 
the code is released into production, it will not be available to 
users due to the toggle. When the feature is ready and tested, 
it can be released by simply switching the toggle on or re-
moving the toggle from the code. 
Feature toggles are also useful for supporting other tech-
niques, such as canary releases and A/B testing. According to 
Sato [11], canary releases aim at reducing the risk of intro-
ducing a new feature into production. This technique allows 
to roll out the feature to a specific group of users, selected by 
region or some other characteristics. These users act as beta 
testers over the new feature. Complementarily, A/B testing 
enables releasing a specific feature to a group of users and 
another feature to another group of users. By observing a de-
pendent variable, one can run hypothesis tests and identify 
the feature that is best suited to the task.  
Many companies have focused on reducing the risks asso-
ciated with software integration (i.e., merging code) by 
adopting continuous integration [12]. Rahman et al. [4]  sug-
gest the use of feature toggles technique together with the 
continuous integration process. Feature toggles allow the 
continuous integration infrastructure to either test the current 
implementation of a feature or ignore it, respectively by ena-
bling or disabling the toggle. 
According to Fowler [13] and Hodgson [14], feature tog-
gles can be divided into two types: release and business. Re-
lease (or development) toggles are usually temporary and will 
be disabled by default during the development of a feature, 
being switched on just for test purposes. After having the fea-
ture completely implemented and tested, the toggle could be 
removed from the code. Fowler emphasizes that managing 
toggles is always important, in particular for release toggles, 
by removing those that already have bedded down into pro-
duction. On the other hand, business or long-term toggles en-
capsulate features that can be managed by end users, being 
enabled or not depending on the user needs or product con-
figuration [15]. For instance, such kind of toggles can be 
managed by end-users of Google Chrome using 
“chrome://flags/” URL.  
3. Materials and Methods 
Although the literature has discussed in general the possi-
ble benefits of using feature toggles in software projects, in 
this paper we focus on studying the effect of feature toggles 
on the number and effort of branch merges, and the number 
and time to fix defects. In order to reach this objective, we 
considered a corpus of projects that adopted some feature tog-
gle framework in a certain moment of their history. Then, we 
contrasted the history before and after the adoption of feature 
toggle. 
In this section, we present our research questions, the 
frameworks used to identify projects that use feature toggles, 
and how we constructed and filtered our project corpus. 
3.1. Research Questions 
We have elaborated three research questions that guide our 
study. We describe each question here, and detail them fur-
ther in section 4 together with their answers. 
RQ1: What is the adoption level of feature toggles in open-
source projects? 
Table 1- Simple Implementation of a feature toggle in C#. 
Before using feature toggle After using feature toggle 
static void main() { 
    ShowShoppingCart(); 
} 
 
public bool ShowShoppingCart() { 
    ... 
} 
 
static void main() { 
    if (getFeatureIsEnabled(“useNewShoppingCart”)) 
        ShowNewShoppingCart(); 
    else 
        ShowShoppingCart(); 
} 
 
public bool ShowNewShoppingCart() { 
    ... 
} 
 
public bool ShowShoppingCart() { 
    ... 
} 
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This question investigates the distribution of feature tog-
gle frameworks being adopted by the open-source commu-
nity. Moreover, we characterize the corpus of projects that 
use feature toggles, presenting which programming lan-
guages are mostly used, the commit count, and the exact mo-
ment when they adopted feature toggles. 
RQ2: What are the effects of adopting feature toggles on 
branch merges? 
According to Hodgson [14], feature toggles enable prac-
ticing trunk-based development and consequently avoid the 
creation of long-living branches. Thus, by knowing the exact 
moment of adoption of feature toggles in each project, we in-
vestigate whether the adoption of feature toggles promotes 
some effects on the integration process. In particular, we split 
this research question into other three specific sub-questions 
(RQ2.1, RQ2.2, and RQ2.3). In RQ2.1, we evaluate whether 
the number of branch merges changes after adopting feature 
toggles. We also evaluate whether this behavior is the same 
across different programming languages. In RQ2.2, we ana-
lyze whether the branch merge effort changes after the adop-
tion of feature toggles. Finally, in RQ2.3, we investigate 
whether the total branch merge effort changes after the adop-
tion of feature toggles. This last research question combines 
RQ2.1 and RQ2.2 by considering both the number of branch 
merges and their respective effort. 
As the number of commits before and after the adoption 
of feature toggles may be a confounding factor for this re-
search question, we decided to normalize our data in terms of 
the number of commits. A natural normalization would be 
"merges per commit", but this would lead to small decimal 
numbers, as merges are less frequent than commits. Conse-
quently, we opted to use "merges per 100 commits". After 
this normalization, we have the following dependent varia-
bles: normalized number of merges (i.e., # merges / 100 com-
mits) for RQ2.1, effort per merge for RQ2.2, and normalized 
merge effort (i.e., total merge effort / 100 commits) for 
RQ2.3. 
RQ3: What are the effects of adopting feature toggles on soft-
ware defects? 
According to Fowler [13], feature toggles bring a chal-
lenge to software testing due to the number of different toggle 
combinations. However, Fowler [13] mentions that only two 
types of combinations need necessarily to be tested: all the 
toggles that are expected to be “on” in the next release and all 
toggles together. Thus, in this research question, we evaluate 
the effects the adoption of feature toggles on the software 
quality in terms of number and time to fix defects. 
Therefore, similarly to RQ2, we also split this research 
question into three sub-questions (RQ3.1, RQ3.2, and 
RQ3.3). In RQ3.1, we evaluate whether the number of defects 
change after the adoption of feature toggles. In RQ3.2, we 
analyze whether the time needed for fixing a defect changes 
after the adoption of feature toggles. Finally, in RQ3.3 we 
analyze whether the total time spend fixing defects changes 
after the adoption of feature toggles. Again, RQ3.3 analyzes 
the results of RQ3.1 and RQ3.2 combined, as it considers 
both the number and the duration of defects. 
For this research question, not only the number of commits 
before and after the adoption of feature toggles may be a con-
founding factor, but also the size – the larger the project, the 
higher the absolute number of defects. For this reason, we de-
cided to normalize our data both in terms of the number of 
commits and number of lines of code. After this normaliza-
tion, we have the following dependent variables: normalized 
number of defects (i.e., # defects / KLOC x 100 commits) for 
RQ3.1, time per defect for RQ3.2, and normalized time fixing 
defects (total time fixing defects / KLOC x 100 commits) for 
RQ3.3. 
3.2. Feature Toggles Frameworks 
As a feature toggle could be a simple conditional state-
ment (if-then-else) that is responsible to define an execution 
flow in a software application, our strategy to select projects 
that use feature toggles was based on identifying if they de-
pend on some feature toggles framework. Thus, we first car-
ried out a study to identify existing open-source frameworks 
that support feature toggles. 
Unfortunately, we could not find any reliable material that 
lists existing feature toggles frameworks. Thus, we opted to 
perform an extensive search of feature toggles frameworks 
on the Internet. Initially, we searched for frameworks on ref-
erence websites about feature toggles (http://enterprise-
devops.org and http://featureflags.io) and also on DevOps 
books [16]. In addition, we mined repositories citing “feature 
toggle framework” (or feature flags, feature switches) in their 
description. We could select feature toggle frameworks for 
six different programming language. 
Next, we identified, for each framework, keywords or 
code snippets that indicate whether a project adopt the frame-
work. Most of the identified code snippets are class imports. 
Table 2 shows the feature toggle frameworks identified by 
our study, grouped by their respective programming lan-
guage. We also show in this table, the keyword used to indi-
cate whether a project has instantiated the framework.  
3.3. Project Corpus 
We accessed the GitHub API v3 and queried for projects 
that have some of the keywords shown in Table 2. Our initial corpus (CInitial) 
was composed by 1,001 projects, comprising 6 different programming lan-
guages. After a first analysis of the corpus, we realized that some projects 
were not instances, but the framework itself, and others are forks from an-
other project in the corpus. Thus, after removing these projects, the cleaned 
corpus (CCleaned) was composed by 949 projects, still comprising 6 different 
programming languages, as shown in  
 
 
Table 2. For every programming language, the standard 
deviation is much higher than the respective mean. It means 
that there is a spreading of the number of commits on the pro-
jects. Moreover, some projects have just one or few commits, 
not being relevant to our study. They were filtered out, as ex-
plained in Section 3.4. We can also observe that most projects 
in our corpus were written in JavaScript, compared to other 
programming languages.  
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Table 2 - Distribution of projects in CCleaned. 
Prog 
Lang # Proj 
# Commits 
Mean Min Q1 Med Q3 Max 
C# 85 337 1 6 22 59 5,196 
Java 197 791 1 3 15 119 18,035 
JavaScript 373 411 1 3 13 84 44,228 
PHP 14 411 1 11 50 210 2,071 
Python 151 3,438 1 11 112 1691 59,712 
Ruby 129 792 1 9 60 792 19,847 
Total 949       
We cloned all 949 projects and analyzed each project’s 
history to segregate commits that occurred before and after 
the introduction of the feature toggles framework. Then, we 
extracted the following information, regarding the history be-
fore and after the adoption of the feature toggles framework: 
number of commits, number of developers, description, dates 
,and labels of issues/pull requests (open and closed), and 
number of branch merges, together with their respective ef-
fort, as explained in the following.  
Our interest in this paper is on studying branch merges in-
stead of (workspace) merges, which occur as a natural conse-
quence of concurrent development. Workspace merges are 
usually due to short-term unnamed branches created by the 
clone operation. They integrate contributions of just one de-
veloper and this developer is in charge of performing the 
merge. Conversely, branch merges are usually long-term and 
involve multiple developers [17], being harder to perform 
and, consequently, dreaded by developers. We adopted the 
heuristic proposed by Costa et al. [18] to identify whether a 
merge commit is due to a named branch. This heuristic con-
siders merge commit as branch merge if more than one 
unique developer has contributed in each side of the merge. 
Additionally, we analyzed the log message of every merge 
commit, searching for the expression “merge branch”. From 
now on, all mentions to merge refers to branch merges. 
Moreover, we adopted the metric defined by Prudêncio et 
al. [19] and implemented by Moura and Murta [20] to quan-
tify the merge effort. This metric quantifies the number of 
necessary actions in terms of added and removed lines of 
code (code churn) to perform the merge. For instance, a 
merge that combines two independent methods added in dif-
ferent files would lead to zero merge effort. On the other 
hand, the integration of a new feature implemented in parallel 
with an extensive refactoring would lead to a significant 
merge effort to adjust the feature to the new code organiza-
tion imposed by the refactoring. 
Finally, in order to determine whether an issue is a defect 
or not, we checked whether the issue labels contain one of the 
following words: “Bug”, “kind/bug”, “Priority: Critical”, 
“Priority: Medium”, “Type – Bug”, “install-bug”, “404”, 
“403”, “type: bug”, “bug (open source)”, “error”, “contrib: 
good first bug”, “contrib: maybe good first bug”, “hotfix”, 
“incorrect”, and “mistake”. As this criteria lead to many false 
negatives, we also searched over the title and the description 
of the issue for the following words: “fix”, “error”, “prob-
lem”, “invalid”, “defect”, “500”, “404”, “403”, “exception”,  
“bug”, “resolve”, “does not”, “exception thrown”, “not able”, 
“hotfix”, “incorrect”, “mistake”, “broken”, “not work”, “not 
respond”, “unable to”, “falling”, “failure”, “502”, “cannot”, 
“troubleshooting”, and “wrong”. 
The next task was to define whether the defect issue oc-
curred before or after the adoption of feature toggle. Unfor-
tunately, our corpus has few projects that link commits to is-
sues. Alternatively, we contrasted the issue creation/closing 
date with the date when the feature toggles framework was 
adopted, leading to the following scenarios: (1) if the issue 
was closed before the adoption of feature toggles, then it was 
classified as “before feature toggles”; (2) if the issue was cre-
ated after adoption of feature toggles, then it was classified as 
“after feature toggles”; and (3) if the issue was created before 
and closed after the adoption of feature toggles, then it was 
discarded.  
3.4. Corpus Filtering 
In an initial analysis, we found multiple repositories in the 
corpus with a very low level of commits. These repositories 
would not be appropriate for answering RQ2 and RQ3. Thus, 
we filtered the corpus again to respect the specific needs of 
these two research questions, as discussed in the remaining 
of this section. Fig. 1 shows the project corpora used for an-
swering each research question, their derivation, and their 
Table 3 - Feature toggles frameworks considered in our study, together with the keywords used to indicate whether a project has instantiated the framework. 
Prog. Lang. Framework Keywords 
C# 
Switcheroo IFeatureToggle 
FeatureSwitcher using FeatureSwitcher 
FeatureToggle using FeatureToggle; using FeatureToggle.Toggles; 
Java Togglz Import org.togglz.core.feature FF4J import org.ff4j.FF4j 
JavaScript 
Ericelliot/feature-toggle require('' feature-toggles'') 
angular-toggle-switch module.provider\('toggleSwitchConfig' 
require('fflip') require(. fflip.) 
ember-feature-flags config.featureFlags 
PHP Qandidate\Toggle Qandidate Toggle 
Python 
Gutter gutter.client 
Gargoyle from gargoyle import gargoyle 
django-waffle waffle.decorators from waffle 
Flask-FeatureFlags from flask_featureflags 
Ruby 
Rollout $rollout = Rollout.new($redis) 
featureflags Featureflags.defaults class Admin::FeaturesController 
feature_flipper FeatureFlipper.features do 
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size in terms of number of projects. Note that we used differ-
ent corpora for RQ2 and RQ3, but both were derived from 
CCleaned. 
 
Fig. 1. Corpora used to answer each research question. 
3.4.1. Corpus for RQ2 
As previously discussed, RQ2 contrasts the density of 
merge commits before and after introducing the feature tog-
gles framework. Consequently, the corpus for such question 
should only contain projects that have enough commits (be-
fore and after) that allow at least one merge commit. This lead 
us to an intermediate question: what is the minimum number 
of commits in a project of CCleaned for having at least one 
merge? 
Therefore, aiming at finding such commit threshold, we 
first selected all projects that have at least one merge commit 
in CCleaned. This sub-set, composed by 414 projects, is called 
CMerge. Then, using this sub-set, we computed the distribution 
of commits per merge for each project, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The upper limit of this boxplot, calculated using the Tukey's 
fences formula 𝑄3 + 1.5 × 𝐼𝑄𝑅 [21], is 82 commits per 
merge. The interpretation of such threshold is that all projects 
with at least 82 commits have at least 1 merge commit, except 
outliers. 
 
Fig. 2. Distribution of commits per merge in CMerge (projects with at least one 
merge in CCleaned).  
We used this threshold to select projects from CMerge that 
have at least 82 commits before and 82 commits after the in-
troduction of the framework. This guarantees that any project 
in the corpus has enough commits before and after introduc-
ing feature toggles to have merges. Thus, a new corpus was 
created for RQ2 (in particular for sub-questions RQ2.1 and 
RQ2.3), named CRQ2.1 & RQ2.3, with such projects. CRQ2.1 & RQ2.3 
contains 158 projects, still covering 6 programming lan-
guages, as characterized in Table 4. 
In RQ2.2, we contrast the average effort required per 
merge before and after the introduction of feature toggles. 
Therefore, we had to create a special corpus derived from 
CRQ2.1 & RQ2.3, which guarantees at least one merge before and 
one merge after the adoption of feature toggles. We named 
this corpus as CRQ2.2 and it has 133 projects. 
Table 4 - Distribution of the projects in CRQ2.1 & RQ2.3. 
Prog 
Lang 
# 
Proj 
# Commits 
Mean Min Q1 Med Q3 Max 
C# 8 3,200 316 2,888 3,504 3,742 5,196 
Java 37 3,990 296 1,329 2,831 6,127 18,035 
JavaScript 26 4,582 240 385 708 2,663 44,228 
PHP 3 1,731 1,086 1,562 2,037 2,054 2,071 
Python 55 9,191 387 1,512 2,325 6,454 59,712 
Ruby 29 3,116 171 688 1,740 3,429 19,847 
Total 158       
3.4.2. Corpus for RQ3 
As previously discussed, RQ3 analyzes the number of de-
fects and the time required to fix them before and after the 
adoption of feature toggles. Thus, analogously to the previous 
research question, the corpus of this question should only 
contain projects that have enough commits (before and after) 
to allow at least one issue or pull request classified as a defect. 
Aiming at finding such commit threshold, we first selected 
all projects that have at least one issue or pull request classi-
fied as a defect in CDefect (163 projects in total). Then, we cal-
culated the average number of commits per defect for each 
project. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of commits per defect. 
The upper limit of the boxplot is 132 commits per defect. The 
interpretation of such threshold is that all projects with at 
least 132 commits, except outliers, have at least 1 defect. 
 
Fig. 3. Distribution of commits per defect in CDefect (projects with at least one 
defect in CCleaned). 
Finally, we applied this threshold on CDefect to select projects with at least 132 
commits before and 132 commits after the adoption of feature toggles. As a 
result, we created a new corpus for RQ3 (in particular for sub-questions 
RQ3.1 and RQ3.3), named CRQ3.1 & RQ3.3, with 79 projects, as shown in  
 
 
 
Table 5. 
In RQ3.2 we contrast the average time to fix a defect be-
fore and after the adoption of feature toggles. Therefore, we 
had to create a special corpus derived from CRQ3.1 & RQ3.3, 
which guarantees at least one defect before and one defect 
after the adoption of feature toggles. We named this corpus 
as CRQ3.2 and it has 50 projects. 
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Table 5 - Distribution of the projects in CRQ3.1 & RQ3.3. 
Prog 
Lang # Proj 
# Commits 
Mean Min Q1 Med Q3 Max 
C# 5 2,846 415 1,910 3,214 3,499 5,196 
Java 14 5,287 483 3,028 5,286 6,152 18,035 
JavaScript 11 1,997 523 675 1,379 1,986 7,001 
PHP 2 2,054 2,046 1,562 2,054 2,062 2,071 
Python 31 8,438 525 1,952 2,206 5,570 59,712 
Ruby 16 4,084 507 1,270 1,985 3,990 19,847 
Total 79       
4. Results and Discussions 
In this section, we answer each research question. In addi-
tion, we discuss the obtained results and the main outcomes 
of our research. 
4.1. What is the adoption level of feature toggles in open-
source projects (RQ1)? 
As we mentioned in section 3, we have identified the exact 
moment when feature toggles were adopted in each project. 
Thus, we could observe that 667 projects (70% of our corpus) 
were created without feature toggles and, in some point, in-
troduced a feature toggles framework. The average milestone 
of adopting a feature toggles framework was at 44% of the 
history in terms of commits, with 6% of standard deviation. 
When analyzing the data grouped by programming language 
over those 667 projects, we could observe that projects in Ja-
vaScript presented the earlier moment of adoption, in con-
trasts of projects in PHP, which presented the latest moment, 
as shown in Table 6. In general, the projects adopted feature 
toggles in similar moments. 
Table 6 - Moment of adoption of feature toggles on projects that were created 
without feature toggles. 
When contrasting the projects that used feature toggles since 
their first commit (30% of our corpus) and the projects that 
adopted feature toggles afterwards (70% of our corpus), we 
can observe that the average number of developers and the 
average number of commits differ Table 7. This clearly 
shows that the bigger and more mature projects are the ones 
that adopted feature toggles after their creation. This is natu-
ral, considering that feature toggle is a recent technology.  
We can also observe in Table 7 that projects using feature 
toggles since the beginning have fewer merges and more de-
fects. We proceeded with hypothesis tests over the number of 
developers, number of commits, normalized number of 
merges, and normalized number of defects. For each sample, 
we first run a Shapiro test to check whether the data follows 
a normal distribution, considering α = 0.05. All samples do 
not follow a normal distribution – p-value < 2.2	 × 10!"# for 
all samples, but the normalized number of merges for projects 
that adopted feature toggles since the beginning (p-value = 
2.353	 × 10!$) and afterwards (p-value = 3.388	 × 10!"#), 
and the normalized number of defects for projects that 
adopted feature toggles since the beginning (p-value = 4.723	 × 10!%). Thus, we applied the Mann-Whitney test 
[22], an unpaired non-parametric test for two independent 
samples, and observed a statistically significant difference for 
the number of developers (p-value < 2.2	 × 10!"#), the num-
ber of commits (p-value < 2.2	 × 10!"#), and the normalized 
number of defects (p-value = 8.838	 × 10!&). We could not 
observe a statistically significant difference for the normal-
ized number of merges (p-value = 6.843	 × 10!").  
Then, we decided to verify the magnitude of the difference 
of our samples, that is, calculate the effect size [27]. As the 
samples did not follow a normal distribution, we applied 
Cliff’s Delta, a non-parametric effect size method for two 
samples [23]. We used Romano’s thresholds [24] to interpret 
the effect size of d: |𝑑| 	< 0.147 indicates “negligible ef-
fect”, 0.147 ≤ |𝑑| < 0.330 indicates “small effect", 0.330 ≤ |𝑑| < 0.474 indicates “medium effect”, and 0.474 ≤ |𝑑| indicates “large effect”. Thus, we observed a 
large effect size for the number of developers (4.868	 ×10!") and the number of commits (6.714	 × 10!"), a me-
dium effect size for the normalized number of defects 
(3.793	 × 10!"), and a negligible effect size for the normal-
ized number of merges (3.792	 × 10!$).  
Table 7 - Comparison of projects that always used feature toggles and pro-
jects that adopted it afterwards.  
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Beginning 282 2 32 8.13 10.29 
Afterwards 667 22 1,438 9.40 2.08 
* Considering only projects with registered merges (beginning: 43; afterwards: 371) 
and defects (beginning: 18; afterwards: 145). 
Finding 1: We could find just 949 projects in GitHub using 
a feature toggle framework. This number is small considering 
the total number of projects in GitHub.  Most of these projects 
(70%) were created without a feature toggles framework and 
adopted this technology in the middle of their history (44% 
of commits). The projects that used a feature toggles frame-
work since their creation (30%) are small in terms of the num-
ber of developers and commits, and present fewer merges and 
more defects. All in all, JavaScript is the most popular lan-
guage (26%) among projects that use a feature toggles frame-
work, followed by Java (15%) and Python (12%). 
4.2. What are the effects of adopting feature toggles on 
branch merges (RQ2)? 
In this research question, we aim at checking if the number 
or the effort of merges change significantly after the adoption 
of feature toggles. 
4.2.1. Number of merges (RQ2.1) 
As previously mentioned, the following analysis is based 
on CRQ2.1 & RQ2.3, which is the corpus of repositories with 
enough commits (i.e., 82) for having at least one merge be-
fore and one merge after the adoption of feature toggles. Fig. 
Prog. 
Lang. # Projects 
Moment of 
adoption 
C# 66 43% 
Java 141 50% 
JavaScript 246 37% 
PHP 9 57% 
Python 117 49% 
Ruby 88 47% 
Total 667 44% avg., 6% std. dev. 
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4 displays boxplots with the normalized number of merges 
before and after adopting feature toggles. 
 
Fig. 4. Distribution of the normalized number of merges, before and after 
adopting feature toggles (FT). 
A visual inspection of Fig. 4 shows very similar distribu-
tions. However, we run a hypothesis test to statistically check 
the results. We first run a Shapiro test to check whether the 
data follows a normal distribution, considering α = 0.05. Both 
samples do not follow a normal distribution, with p-value = 5.225	 × 10!'( for commits before feature toggle and p-
value = 3.732	 × 10!') for commits after feature toggles. 
Thus, we applied the Wilcoxon paired test [25] and observed 
p-value = 3.292	 ×	10!", which indicates that there is no sig-
nificant difference between the samples. Fig. 5 shows a scat-
ter plot based on the number of merges per 100 commits, be-
fore and after introducing feature toggles. Most of the pro-
jects are concentrated in the bottom-left quadrant, which in-
dicates few merges per 100 commits. Furthermore, in gen-
eral, they are very concentrated near the diagonal of the chart, 
which shows a linear correlation among the samples, that is, 
the number of merges before and after the adoption of feature 
toggles seems to be equivalent. 
 
Fig. 5. Scatter plot with the number of merges per 100 commits, before and 
after adopting feature toggles (FT). 
Therefore, despite the possibility of isolating features 
without the need of creating feature branches, we could not 
observe a significative reduction in the number of merges af-
ter adopting feature toggles. Table 8 shows the mean and me-
dian number of merges per 100 commits. 
Finishing the analysis about number of merges, we want 
to check whether the previous results is the same for each 
 
1 Bonferroni correction is an adjustment made to the alpha-
value to mitigate the multiple comparison problem, thus re-
ducing the changes of Type-I errors (i.e., false-positives). It 
programming languages. Fig. 6 displays the distribution for 
each programming language and the respective p-value. 
None of the programming language presented a normal dis-
tribution and, consequently, we applied the Wilcoxon paired 
test [25] in all cases. 
Table 8 - Statistics of merges per 100 commits, before and after adopting 
feature toggles (FT). 
Sample # Merges per 100 commits 
Mean Median 
Before FT 10.72 9.40 
After FT 10.16 8.10 
We can observe that there is no universal tendency among 
all programming languages. For C#, Java, and PHP, the me-
dian number of merges reduces after the adoption of feature 
toggles. For JavaScript, we could observe the opposite situa-
tion. We could reject H0 just for Java. However, such multiple 
comparisons can increase Type-I errors. To avoid this threat, 
if we apply Bonferroni correction1 [26], our α-value drops to 
0.008 (0.05 ÷ 6) and H0 is not rejected for Java anymore. For 
Python and Ruby, the average number of merges showed few 
changes. 
 
Fig. 6. Comparison of the number of merges per 100 commits for each pro-
gramming languages. 
Finding 2: Although feature toggles enable trunk-based de-
velopment, we could not observe significant changes in the 
number of merges, even when analyzing different program-
ming languages. 
4.2.2. Effort per merge (RQ2.2) 
In this research question, we study whether the adoption 
of feature toggles changes the effort per merge. Thus, using 
CRQ2.2, we calculated the effort needed for doing each merge 
before and after the adoption of feature toggles. The effort 
was measured in terms of added and removed lines of code, 
consists on dividing the alpha-value by the number of com-
parisons. 
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as explained in section 3.3. Fig. 7 displays a boxplot with the 
distribution of effort per merge before and after the introduc-
tion of feature toggles. While, on average, each merge de-
manded 15.5 extra actions (lines added or removed) before 
adopting feature toggles, this number dropped to 1.9 after-
wards, as shown in Table 9.  
Proceeding in a similar way of the previous analysis (sec-
tion 4.2.1), we first observed non-normality in our samples 
using Shapiro test (p-value < 0.001). Then, we employed the 
Wilcoxon paired test to compare both samples. We observed 
a p-value =	9	 × 10!$, not indicating a significant difference 
between the two samples. However, the reduction in the mean 
and median shown in Table 9 are around 88% and 71%, re-
spectively. Consequently, we checked the magnitude of the 
difference of our samples. As the samples did not follow a 
normal distribution, we applied Cliff’s Delta and observed a 
small effect size (1.889	 ×	10!"). 
 
Fig. 7. Distribution of effort per merge, before and after adopting feature 
toggles. 
Table 9 - Statistics of effort per merge (in lines of code). 
 
Finding 3: Although we could not observe statistically sig-
nificant results in the effort for each merge, both the mean 
and the median have decrease after adopting feature toggles, 
with small effect size. 
4.2.3. Total merge effort (RQ2.3) 
Until now, we performed isolated analyses regarding 
merge, considering two variables: number of merges and ef-
fort of each merge. On the one hand, both variables did not 
present statistically significant results. On the other hand, 
both medians have dropped after the adoption of feature tog-
gles. Complementing those analyses, we finish by checking 
the effects of both variables combined. Thus, using CRQ2.1 & 
RQ2.3, we calculated the effort of doing all merges before and 
after the adoption of feature toggles and normalized the re-
sults per 100 commits. In other words, we computed the total 
merge effort in an interval of 100 commits, which combines 
both the number of merges in the interval and the effort of 
each merge. Fig. 8 displays a boxplot with the merge effort 
per 100 commits, before and after the feature toggles adop-
tion. While, on average, the merge effort is around 87.6 lines 
before adopting feature toggles, this number drops to 18 lines 
afterwards (see Table 10). 
Proceeding in a similar way, we observed non-normality 
in the samples by applying the Shapiro test (p-value <
0.001). Then, we employed the Wilcoxon paired test to com-
pare both samples. We observed a p-value =	2.2	 ×	10!&, in-
dicating that there is a statistically significant difference be-
tween the two samples. The reduction in the mean and me-
dian, as shown in Table 10, are around 80% and 90%, respec-
tively. We also checked the Cliff’s Delta effect size and ob-
served a small effect size (2.05375	 ×	10!").  
 
Fig. 8. Distribution of the normalized merge effort, before and after adopting 
feature toggles.  
Table 10 - Statistics of the normalized merge effort (in lines of code). 
 
Finding 4: The normalized effort dedicated to resolve 
merges showed a statistically significant decrease after the 
adoption of feature toggles, with small effect size. 
4.3. What are the effects of adopting feature toggles on 
defects?(RQ3) 
In this research question, we aim at checking whether the 
adoption of feature toggles implies significant changes to the 
number of defects. We also analyzed the effects of feature 
toggles in the time needed to fix defects. The analysis proce-
dures for answering all the RQ3 follow, in a similar way, the 
steps that were taken to answer RQ2.  
4.3.1. Number of defects (RQ3.1) 
We conduct the analysis over CRQ3.1 & RQ3.3, which repre-
sent the corpus of projects with enough commits for having 
at least one defect before and after the adoption of feature 
toggles. Fig. 9 displays the boxplot over the normalized num-
ber of defects, before and after feature toggles.  
 
Fig. 9. Distribution of the normalized number of defects, before and after 
adopting feature toggles. 
We first run the Shapiro test to check normality over our 
samples. We observed a p-value < 0.01 for both distributions 
of defects, before and after adoption feature toggles. Conse-
Sample Merge effort Mean Median 
Before FT 15.52 0.56 
After FT 1.91 0.16 
Sample Merge effort per 100 commits Mean Median 
Before FT 87.58 3.86 
After FT 17.97 0.40 
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quently, we applied the Wilcoxon paired test [25] and ob-
served p-value = 1.184 ×	10!", not indicating statistically 
significant difference. Cliff’s Delta indicated a small effect 
size (2,542	 ×	10!") for the samples. 
Table 11 shows the mean and median number of defects 
per KLOC in 100 commits. We could observe that both met-
rics have a substantial increase, by around 456% and 430%, 
respectively, after the adoption of feature toggles. 
Table 11 - Statistics of defects per KLOC in 100 commits. 
Sample # Defects per KLOC in 100 commits Mean Median 
Before FT 0.48 0.03 
After FT 2.67 0.16 
 
 
Finding 5: We could not observe a statistically significant 
difference in the normalized number of defects after adopting 
feature toggles. However, the mean and median normalized 
number of defects have increased by more than 400%. 
4.3.2. Time per defect (RQ3.2) 
We verified whether the amount of time (measured in 
days) needed to fix a defect has significantly changed after 
the adoption of feature toggles. We run this analysis over 
CRQ3.2, which contains all projects with at least one defect be-
fore and one defect after the adoption of feature toggles. Fig. 
10 shows the boxplot of the number of days needed to fix a 
defect, before and after the introduction of feature toggles.  
Again, we checked normality using Shapiro test (p-value < 0.001) and applied Wilcoxon paired test over the samples. 
We observed a p-value = 1.346	 × 10!", not indicating a sta-
tistically significant change in the amount of time for fixing 
defects. We also checked the Cliff’s Delta effect size and ob-
served a negligible result (6.24 ×	10!$). 
 
Fig. 10. Distribution of time (in days) needed to fix a defect, before and after 
the adoption of feature toggles. 
Closing this sub-question, in Table 12 we show the aver-
age amount of time needed to fix a defect. We could observe 
a slight increase in the mean (10%) but a decrease in the me-
dian (24%). 
Table 12 - Statistics of time needed to fix a defect. 
 
 
Finding 6: We could not observe statistically significant dif-
ferences in the time needed to fix a defect after the adoption 
of feature toggles. The mean time to fix a defect has a slight 
increase in contrast to the median, which presented a de-
crease.  
4.3.3. Total time fixing defects (RQ3.3) 
Complementing the previous analyses, we verified 
whether the normalized amount of time (measured in days) 
needed to fix defects has statistically significant changes after 
the adoption of feature toggles. Similarly to the analysis pre-
sented in section 4.2.3, in this analysis, we assessed the com-
bination of the number of defects and the time needed to fix 
them together. Fig. 11 shows the boxplot of the normalized 
time (in days) needed to fix defects, before and after the in-
troduction of feature toggles. In other words, it shows how 
many days were needed to fix all defects that occurred per 
KLOC in an interval of 100 commits, before and after the 
adoption of feature toggles.  
Again, we verified the normality of our samples using 
Shapiro test (p-value < 0.001) and applied Wilcoxon paired 
test. We observed a p-value = 1.661	 ×	10!", not indicating 
a statistically significant difference in the amount time for 
fixing defects. We also checked the Cliff’s Delta effect size 
and observed a medium effect size (2.361	 ×	10!").  
Table 13 shows the mean and median normalized time to 
fix defects. After adopting feature toggles, the average time 
to fix defects per KLOC in 100 commits increased by around 
272%, and the median time increase by almost 381% as well. 
 
Fig. 11. Distribution of normalized time (in days) to fix defects, before and 
after adopting feature toggles.  
Table 13 - Statistics of the normalized time needed to fix defects (in days). 
 
Finding 7: We could not observe statistically significant in-
crease in the normalized time needed to fix defects after 
adopting feature toggles. However, we could observe me-
dium effect size and an increase of 381% in the median. 
5. Threats to Validity 
Although we aimed at minimizing the threats to the valid-
ity of our study, some decisions may have affected the results, 
as discussed in the following.  
To compose the analysis corpus, we searched for open-
sources projects based on a heuristic that checks whether the 
projects use some feature toggles frameworks. Our first step 
in this direction was the identification of feature toggles 
frameworks. Although we did our best to find frameworks 
listed in specialized websites, books, and repositories, we 
may have missed some specific feature toggle framework. 
The consequence of such threat is the absence of some rele-
vant projects in our corpus (false negatives). Nonetheless, 
due to the extensive search process adopted in our research to 
Defects Mean Median 
Before FT 23.15 6.08 
After FT 25.57 4.61 
Sample Time fixing defects per KLOC in 100 commits Mean Median 
Before FT 6.96 0.16 
After FT 25.91 0.77 
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find frameworks, we believe that the most relevant frame-
works were included. Next, we used some specific keywords, 
mainly based on “imports”. This heuristic may incur in false 
positives for projects that import a feature toggles framework 
but do not use it extensively. Additionally, it can also incur 
in false negatives for projects that do use feature toggles but 
did not employ any framework. 
The definition of a threshold for the minimum number of 
commits before and after adopting feature toggles may have 
included irrelevant projects or excluded relevant projects 
from our corpus. To mitigate this threat, we adopted Turkeys 
Fence formula to define the threshold. This technique pro-
vided us a more reliable threshold, based on the minimum 
number of commits that guarantees that all projects, but out-
liers, have at least one merge or defect. 
We considered that once a project has adopted feature tog-
gles, it continued using feature toggles until the most recent 
commit. Although this is not guaranteed in general, and could 
represent a potential threat to validity, we checked every pro-
ject on our corpus CCleaned and all of them actually displayed 
this behavior. 
When creating the corpus for defect analysis (RQ3), we 
also used keywords to search for issues that represent defects. 
Our heuristic search in the labels, title, and description of the 
issues for specific keywords. Although we took care to select 
appropriate keywords, we may have missed some important 
keywords or added some inappropriate keywords by mistake. 
However, such kind of error would affect both samples (be-
fore and after adopting feature toggles) in an equivalent in-
tensity.  
We conducted our study over distinct corpora, each one 
respecting the requirements imposed by its respective re-
search question. However, we acknowledge that such exper-
imental design may impose some difficulties to triangulate 
the results among research questions. To mitigate this threat, 
we replicated our study over a corpus that respects alone the 
requirements of all research question together. This new cor-
pus is composed by 43 projects in the intersection of CRQ2.2 
and CRQ3.2, which are our two most selective corpora.  
We found the same results discussed in section 4, except 
for the merge analysis, in particular, sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. 
For RQ2.2, when running the Wilcoxon test, we observed p-
value = 0.482	× 10!", indicating a barely statistically signif-
icant difference, with a small effect size (2.103	× 	10!"). In 
the same way, in RQ2.3, when running the Wilcoxon test, we 
observed p-value = 0.931	× 	10!", not indicating a statisti-
cally significant difference, with a small effect size 
(2.082	× 	10!"). This particular result could be explained by 
the small size of this new corpus. 
Finally, although we have normalized our data to protect 
against two confounding factors – the number of commits and 
the size of the project before and after the adoption of feature 
toggles – it may be still exposed to other confounding factors. 
A potential confounding, regarding the time to fix defects, is 
the number of developers. On the one hand, the more the 
number of developers, the more the discussions on each de-
fect. On the other hand, the more the number of developers, 
the faster the coding of patches. To mitigate this threat, we 
replicated our study using the aforementioned corpus with 43 
projects normalizing the dependent variables by the number 
of developers, besides the number of commits and the size. 
We again observed the same tendency of increasing the nor-
malized time needed to fix defects, but with negligible effect 
size and without statistical significance.     
6. Related Work 
Although feature toggle is gaining attention from major 
software companies, few existing studies provide evidences 
about the benefits and limitations of using it. In this section, 
we presented studies that shed light on the benefits and limi-
tations of feature toggles based on theoretical analyses, case 
studies, or surveys.  
Neely and Stolt [8] describe the results of changes in the 
implementation of the continuous delivery process in a spe-
cific software company. Due to the effort of merging long-
running branches and integration delays imposed by feature 
branches, the studied company started to practice trunk-based 
development with the adoption of a feature toggles frame-
work. Similarly, Rehn [9] highlights the importance of con-
tinuous integration to reduce technical problems and to detect 
defects early. The author compared some collaborative devel-
opment techniques and suggested the use of feature toggles 
for continuous integration, instead of feature branches. Both 
studies do not provide quantitative evidence for their recom-
mendation. The results of our work somehow contrast with 
their suggestions, considering that we could not observe sig-
nificant changes in the number of branch merges after the 
adoption of feature toggles (Finding 2). Further, although 
they highlight the importance of feature toggles for continu-
ous integration to detect defects early, we observed a statisti-
cally significant increase in the number of defects after the 
adoption of feature toggles (Finding 5). 
Rahman et al. [4] report the results of using feature toggles 
in the Google Chrome project. They compared the develop-
ment of Google Chrome before and after adopting feature 
toggles. Before Google adopted feature toggles in Chrome, 
the development team usually worked in iterations of 6 weeks 
on a single release branch. Moreover, developers committed 
their changes directly to this branch. Hence, this release 
branch was blocked until all features were finished, causing 
a considerable effort for the developers to stabilize the code 
(merging 500 patches), introducing delays to meet deadlines 
and to fix defects. After the adoption of feature toggles, they 
could reduce the total merge effort by making the merge more 
predictable. Moreover, they reported that developers could 
fix defects with less effort by avoiding the need to switch 
branches, losing uncommitted changes. Although this study 
considered only one project, we could observe a similar result 
in a much bigger corpus: a substantial decrease in the overall 
merge effort (Finding 4). Still aligned with their results, we 
observed a decrease in the median time to fix defects (Finding 
6). However, when considering the increase in the number of 
defects (Finding 5), we could observe a severe increase in the 
overall time to fix defects (Finding 7).  
Additionally, Rahman et al. [4] showed the evolution of 
Chrome’s feature toggles and highlighted the need to control 
the toggles debt by means of discipline and proactive feature 
design. In the same way, Bird [28] discusses the advantages 
and disadvantages of using feature toggles, emphasizing the 
need for short-lived feature toggles and the need for toggle 
debt control due to undesired behavior of features and unpre-
dictable results (defects). In our study, we could observe an 
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increase in defects (Finding 5), which could be a consequence 
of inappropriate control of toggle debt. 
In a more recent work, Rahman et al. [6] analyze the soft-
ware architecture of Google Chrome by extracting feature 
toggles from the code and identifying the relationship be-
tween the toggles. Thus, they were able to map all used fea-
tures on to the modular representation to create a feature tog-
gle architectural view of Google Chrome. Throughout of this 
study, they showed how the feature toggle view could give 
new perspectives into the feature architecture of a system. 
Schermann et al. [7] present a survey with developers of 
software companies, characterizing the profiles and the main 
development techniques adopted by those companies for con-
tinuous delivery and deployment. Although companies like 
Google and Facebook have adopted feature toggles instead of 
branches for collaborative software development, the result 
of this survey shows that most companies still do not consider 
using feature toggles due to extra complexity in the code. Our 
study complements theirs by providing evidences about the 
pros and cons of replacing branches by feature toggles. These 
evidences may help companies on a conscientiously move to 
feature toggles. 
All in all, none of the previous work provides quantitative 
evidence, based on a large corpus, about the benefits and lim-
itations of using feature toggles. Additionally, we could not 
find any related work that studies the effects of feature tog-
gles in the number of defects. 
7. Conclusions 
In this work, we studied the effects of applying feature 
toggles on 949 open-source projects written in 6 different 
programming languages. We first identified the moment in 
which each project adopted feature toggles. Then, we ob-
served whether the adoption implied significant changes in 
the frequency or complexity of branch merges as well as in 
the number of defects and the average time to fix them. The 
corpora and scripts used in the analyses are available in our 
companion site: https://gems-uff.github.io/feature-toggles. 
Surprisingly, the adoption of feature toggles did not lead 
to statistically significant changes in the number of branch 
merges. We could observe in our study that some projects, in 
facts, completely migrated to trunk-based development after 
the adoption of feature toggles. If, on the one hand, the num-
ber of merges did not change, on the other hand, the total 
merge effort dropped significantly in average (80%). This re-
sult indicates that feature toggles may become an alternative 
to branches in collaborative software development, poten-
tially reducing the risk of broken features or undesirable be-
havior due to the merge process.  
Regarding defects, although we could not observe statisti-
cally significant difference in either the number of defects 
and time to fix them, the mean number of defects increased 
by 456% and the total time fixing defects increased by 272%. 
This result is aligned with the indication of some authors that 
feature toggles technique may lead to a growth of application 
defects. We suggest replication of this study over a larger cor-
pus in the future. 
As future work, we intend to study how the number of de-
velopers in projects that adopted the feature toggles could af-
fect the branching merge process. We also want to study 
whether the increase in the number of defects is related to the 
additional test complexity imposed by feature toggles. This 
study could help on devising new approaches to plan and con-
duct tests in the context of feature toggles.  
Finally, we want to study a corpus composed by projects 
that use feature toggles since their creation, checking whether 
we could observe the same results regarding merge and de-
fects. 
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